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Frank Scahill Selected to the 2019 New York Super Lawyers List  
 

September 19, 2019 – Bethpage, NY - Picciano & Scahill, P.C., a well-respected and recognized leader 
in New York trial law and insurance defense litigation is proud to announce that Managing Partner, Frank 
Scahill has been selected to the prestigious and highly sought-after 2019 New York Metro Super Lawyers 
list. 
 
Each year, no more than five percent of the lawyers in the state are selected by the research team at Super 
Lawyers to receive this honor. Super Lawyers is a rating service of outstanding lawyers from more than 
70 practice areas who have attained a high degree of peer recognition and professional achievement. The 
selections are made annually using a patented multiphase process that includes a statewide survey of 
lawyers, an independent research evaluation of candidates and peer reviews by practice area. The result is 
a credible, comprehensive and diverse listing of exceptional attorneys of which Frank Scahill is proud to 
be part of again this year. 
 
On being selected to this prestigious and highly sought-after list, Frank Scahill states: “I am honored to 
have been named Super Lawyer and to share this title with other attorneys that strive to embody 
excellence in the practice of law in New York State.”  
 

For questions related to Frank Scahill or Picciano & Scahill, contact Corporate Communications 
Manager, Jennifer Perras at jperras@psnylaw.com or by phone at 516-304-7452.  For more information 
about Super Lawyers and the nomination process, visit www.SuperLawyers.com.   
 
ABOUT FRANK SCAHILL & THE FIRM, PICCIANO & SCAHILL, P.C. 

As Managing Partner, Francis J Scahill, Esq. ensures the firm’s commitment to the Golden Rule – 
responsiveness to clients – and the result has been long-standing relationships – in some cases for decades 
– with many clients. 
 
Scahill’s chief role as Managing Partner is overseeing litigation strategy for the firm. He is an 
accomplished trial lawyer with more than 100 trial wins; the majority with $1 million or more at risk. He 
draws on his substantial experience and insights to get results for clients. Pro bono is also part of the 
culture of the firm. Scahill believes in giving back and offers the firm’s legal services pro bono to the US 
Marine Garrison in Garden City and the US Army Garrison at Fort Hamilton in Brooklyn. 
 
The firm itself, was formed in 1991, when Scahill teamed up with former FBI agent, John F. Picciano, 
and together they created an organization that quickly became one of the recognized leaders in New York 
trial law and insurance defense litigation.   
 
Under Scahill, the firm now has over 100 professionals and 50 lawyers on staff and a proven track record 
of substantial wins in a wide variety of practice areas including lawsuits from motor vehicle accidents to 
construction, labor law, and premises liability claims, as well as significant experience conducting fraud 
investigations and handling complex insurance coverage issues.  For more information about the firm, 
visit psnylaw.com or call 516.294.5200. 
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